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Abstract
Face is an integral part of human body by which an individual communicates in the society. Its importance can be highlighted by
the fact that a person deprived of face cannot sustain in the living world. In the past few decades, human face has gained attention
of several researchers, whether it is related to facial anthropometry, facial disorder, face transplantation or face reconstruction.
Several researches have also shown the correlation between neuropsychiatry disorders and human face and also that how face
recognition abilities are correlated with these disorders. Currently, several databases exist which contain the facial images of
several individuals captured from different sources. The advantage of these databases is that the images in these databases can be
used for testing and training purpose. However, in current date no such database exists which would provide not only facial
images of individuals; but also the literature concerning the human face, list of several genes controlling human face, list of facial
disorders and various tools which work on facial images. Thus, the current research aims at developing a database of human
facial disorders using bioinformatics approach. The database will contain information about facial diseases, medications,
symptoms, findings, etc. The information will be extracted from several other databases like OMIM, PubChem, Radiopedia,
Medline Plus, FDA, etc. and links to them will also be provided. Initially, the diseases specific for human face have been
obtained from already created published corpora of literature using text mining approach. Becas tool was used to obtain the
specific task. A dataset will be created and stored in the form of database. It will be a database containing cross-referenced index
of human facial diseases, medications, symptoms, signs, etc. Thus, a database on human face with complete existing information
about human facial disorders will be developed. The novelty of the database lies in the fact that it is the first of its kind. The front
end will be developed using HTML (Hyper Text Mark-up Language) and CSS (Cascading Style Sheets). The back end will be
developed using PHP (Hypertext Pre-processor). JAVA Script will be used as scripting language and MySQL (Structured Query
Language) will be used for database development as it is most widely used RDBMS (Relational Database Management System).
XAMPP (X (cross platform), Apache, MySQL, PHP, Perl) open source web application software will be used as the server.
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